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Flowers Cracking Concrete is the first in-depth study of the forty-year career of Eiko & Koma—two artists from Japan who have lived and
worked in New York City since the mid-1970s, establishing themselves as innovative and influential modern and postmodern dancers. They
continue to choreograph, perform, and give workshops across the United States and around the world. Rosemary Candelario argues that
what is remarkable about Eiko & Koma’s dances is not what they signify but rather what they do in the world. Each chapter of the book is a
close reading of a specific dance that reveals a choreographic theme or concern. Drawing on interviews, live performance, videos, and
reviews, Candelario demonstrates how ideas have kinesthetically and choreographically cycled through Eiko & Koma’s body of work,
creating dances deeply engaged with the wider world through an active process of mourning, transforming, and connecting.
"Originally serialized in the comic book 'Berlin,' in issues 17 through 22, published by Drawn & Quarterly"--Copyright pag
The instant New York Times bestseller! A Wall Street Journal Best Science Book of the Year! A Popular Science Best Science Book of the
Year! From a top scientist and the creator of the hugely popular web comic Saturday Morning Breakfast Cereal, a hilariously illustrated
investigation into future technologies -- from how to fling a ship into deep space on the cheap to 3D organ printing What will the world of
tomorrow be like? How does progress happen? And why do we not have a lunar colony already? What is the hold-up? In this smart and funny
book, celebrated cartoonist Zach Weinersmith and noted researcher Dr. Kelly Weinersmith give us a snapshot of what's coming next -- from
robot swarms to nuclear fusion powered-toasters. By weaving their own research, interviews with the scientists who are making these
advances happen, and Zach's trademark comics, the Weinersmiths investigate why these technologies are needed, how they would work,
and what is standing in their way. New technologies are almost never the work of isolated geniuses with a neat idea. A given future
technology may need any number of intermediate technologies to develop first, and many of these critical advances may appear to be
irrelevant when they are first discovered. The journey to progress is full of strange detours and blind alleys that tell us so much about the
human mind and the march of civilization. To this end, Soonish investigates ten different emerging fields, from programmable matter to
augmented reality, from space elevators to robotic construction, to show us the amazing world we will have, you know, soonish. Soonish is
the perfect gift for science lovers for the holidays!
Known as the bible of theatre history, Brockett and Hildy's History of the Theatre is the most comprehensive and widely used survey of
theatre history in the market. This 40th Anniversary Edition retains all of the traditional features that have made History of the Theatre the
most successful text of its kind including worldwide coverage, more than 530 photos and illustrations, useful maps, and the expertise of Oscar
G. Brockett and Franklin J. Hildy, two of the most widely respected theatre historians in the field. This tenth edition provides the most
thorough and accurate assessment of theatre history available and includes contemporary milestones in theatre history.
"Previously published in the anthology Performed the here and now: an introduction to contemporary theater and performance edited by
Chris Danowski ... and also in the independent literary journal CallReview (issue #2, 2004)"--T.p. verso.
Whether you are a theatre major looking forward to a career in the arts, or a non major interested in an overview to help you better appreciate
theatre as an audience member, THE ESSENTIAL THEATRE Enhanced 10E is a welcome and helpful resource. Written by highly respected
theatre historians, the text has earned its reputation as one of the most comprehensive, authoritative surveys of the theatre. Its vibrant
treatment of theatre practice--past and present--catalogs the origins of theatre through postmodernism and performance art. THE
ESSENTIAL THEATRE will encourage you and get you excited about becoming an active theatergoer, while providing the insight and
understanding that will enrich your theatre experience throughout your life. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

This comprehensive work is truly the first textbook in the field of dramaturgy. Most of the material-much of it by leaders in
all areas of the theater-was commissioned for this collection, rather than being reprinted. Its currency and importance
cannot be overestimated. A review of the history of dramaturgy as a profession, together with its European antecedents,
gives students a sense of historical context. Selections from respected and recognized names in theater provoke student
interest and communicate the benefits of those experts' experiences.
Looks at the history of scene design throughout history, examining the evolving context, theory, and practice.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the
textbook are included. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes
for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys:
9780495090373 .
Known as the "bible" of theatre history, Brockett and Hildy’s History of the Theatre is the most comprehensive and widely
used survey of theatre history in the market. This 40th Anniversary Edition retains all of the traditional features that have
made History of the Theatre the most successful text of its kind including worldwide coverage, more than 530 photos and
illustrations, useful maps, and the expertise of Oscar G. Brockett and Franklin J. Hildy, two of the most widely respected
theatre historians in the field. This tenth edition provides the most thorough and accurate assessment of theatre history
available and includes contemporary milestones in theatre history.
"Experiencing Theatre completely engages the beginning theatre student in the art of theatre. Students become
playwrights, dramaturges, actors, directors, designers, adapters and collaborators though dynamic readings and
excercises. This text gives them a great awareness of the work of being a theatre artist. Teachers have long strived
towards creating these opportunities for their Intro students--finally a text that will make it happen." --Barbara BurgessLefebvre, Robert Morris University
Contemporary theatre is nearly as controversial as the changing society it reflects. Much of its journalistic notoriety
derives from its seeming advocacy of behavior, language, and ideas once considered unsuitable for public performance.
In this overview, a noted authority takes a perceptive look at the radical trends in modern drama and provides us with a
new awareness of the forces and ideas behind the current theatrical battle. Professor Brockett demonstrates that many of
the puzzling aspects of contemporary theatre—such as obscenity, nudity, and propaganda—are rooted in the traditions of
Western stage and society. He traces the sifts in values over the past century and shows how these changes have
affected modern drama. This uncertainty about values, says the author, has been accompanied by new conceptions of
structural unity in theatre. He points out the various structural innovations in drama from Aristotle through wide range of
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playwrights, including Sophocles, Ionesco, Ibsen, Brecht, Artaud, Beckett, and Jean-Claude van Itallie, and discusses the
relationship of “relevance” to “universality.” He examines the most recent theatrical shift—from detachment to
commitment—and compares the plays of the anxious 1950s, such as Beckett’s Waiting for Godot, with today’s
committed theatre, including such productions as Chicago 70, Hair, and Che! Perspectives on Contemporary Theatre is a
thoughtful guide for the reader who seeks a better understanding of the radical changes in the nature and function of
dramatic art.
From the New York Times bestselling author of Fifth Avenue, Five A.M. and Fosse comes the revelatory account of the making of a modern
American masterpiece Chinatown is the Holy Grail of 1970s cinema. Its twist ending is the most notorious in American film and its closing line
of dialogue the most haunting. Here for the first time is the incredible true story of its making. In Sam Wasson's telling, it becomes the
defining story of the most colorful characters in the most colorful period of Hollywood history. Here is Jack Nicholson at the height of his
powers, as compelling a movie star as there has ever been, embarking on his great, doomed love affair with Anjelica Huston. Here is director
Roman Polanski, both predator and prey, haunted by the savage death of his wife, returning to Los Angeles, the scene of the crime, where
the seeds of his own self-destruction are quickly planted. Here is the fevered dealmaking of "The Kid" Robert Evans, the most consummate of
producers. Here too is Robert Towne's fabled script, widely considered the greatest original screenplay ever written. Wasson for the first time
peels off layers of myth to provide the true account of its creation. Looming over the story of this classic movie is the imminent eclipse of the
'70s filmmaker-friendly studios as they gave way to the corporate Hollywood we know today. In telling that larger story, The Big Goodbye will
take its place alongside classics like Easy Riders, Raging Bulls and The Devil's Candy as one of the great movie-world books ever written.
Praise for Sam Wasson: "Wasson is a canny chronicler of old Hollywood and its outsize personalities...More than that, he understands that
style matters, and, like his subjects, he has a flair for it." - The New Yorker "Sam Wasson is a fabulous social historian because he finds
meaning in situations and stories that would otherwise be forgotten if he didn't sleuth them out, lovingly." - Hilton Als
Are you looking for a resource that will provide you with practical, yet proven, social studies strategies to use with children in grades K-8?
Look no further, explore the new edition of Teaching and Learning Elementary Social Studies to find a wealth of lesson plans and practical
guidance. This perennial best-seller provides instructional strategies for involving K-8 children in social studies content that emphasize
concepts, inquiry, and moral development. Widely admired for its warm voice and abundance of children's art and writing, this text integrates
constructivist philosophies of active learning with the essential knowledge, basic skills, and positive values required of citizens in a healthy
and diverse democracy.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Virtually all of the testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events from the textbook are included.
Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides give all of the outlines, highlights, notes, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online
comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanys: 9780205511860 .
PLAYS FOR THE THEATRE, Seventh Edition, continues its rich tradition of providing insightful and absorbing plays for the contemporary
stage. The plays selected typify a wide range of cultural diversity and dramatic power. PLAYS FOR THE THEATRE, edited by Oscar G.
Brockett with Robert Ball, is a companion to THE ESSENTIAL THEATRE, Seventh Edition, which places selections from Plays within
historical and cultural context, providing a richer and more rewarding exploration of the people and the ideas that have shaped today's
theatre.
A comprehensive overview of the history of theater throughout the world.
The only difference between me and the people judging me is they weren't smart enough to do what we did. One of the most infamous
scandals in financial history becomes a theatrical epic. At once a case study and an allegory, the play charts the notorious rise and fall of
Enron and its founding partners Ken Lay and Jeffrey Skilling, who became 'the most vilified figure from the financial scandal of the century.'
This Student Edition features expert and helpful annotation, including a scene-by-scene summary, a detailed commentary on the dramatic,
social and political context, and on the themes, characters, language and structure of the play, as well as a list of suggested reading and
questions for further study and a review of performance history. Mixing classical tragedy with savage comedy, Enron follows a group of
flawed men and women in a narrative of greed and loss which reviews the tumultuous 1990s and casts a new light on the financial turmoil in
which the world finds itself in 2009. The play was Lucy Prebble's first work for the stage since her debut work The Sugar Syndrome, winner of
the George Devine and Critic's Circle Awards for Most Promising New Playwright. Produced by Headlong, Enron premiered at Chichester's
Minerva Theatre on 11 July 2009 and opened at the Royal Court Theatre, London, in September, before transferring to London's West End
and to Broadway in 2010.
Comedy / Characters: 2 male, 2 female Scenery: Interior The celebrated co authors of such classics as Norman, Is That You?, Murder at the
Howard Johnsons and Wally's Cafe and his wife have created another sure fire winner in which two couples rent the same Catskills cabin for
the same weekend by mistake. One couple is staid and middle aged; the other free wheeling and young. They decide to share and before the
weekend is over the youngsters have learned how to add stability to their relation
The Theatre: an IntroductionThe Essential TheatreCengage Learning
This anthology of plays provides a balance of historical and contemporary masterpieces. The introductory remarks provide historical, literary,
and bibliographic context.
Staging Brazil: Choreographies of Capoeira is the first in-depth study of the processes of legitimization and globalization of capoeira, the AfroBrazilian combat game practiced today throughout the world. Ana Paula Höfling contextualizes the emergence of the two main styles of
capoeira, angola and regional, within discourses of race and nation in mid-twentieth century Brazil. This history of capoeira's corporeality, on
the page and on the stage, includes analysis of illustrated capoeira manuals and reveals the mutual influences between capoeira
practitioners, tourism bureaucrats, intellectuals, artists, and directors of folkloric ensembles. Staging Brazil sheds light on the importance of
capoeira in folkloric shows in the 1960s and 70s—both those that catered to tourists visiting Brazil and those that toured abroad and
introduced capoeira to the world.
While Jews are commonly referred to as the "people of the book," American Jewish choreographers have consistently turned to dance as a
means to articulate personal and collective identities; tangle with stereotypes; advance social and political agendas; and imagine new
possibilities for themselves as individuals, artists, and Jews. Dancing Jewish delineates this rich history, demonstrating that Jewish
choreographers have not only been vital contributors to American modern and postmodern dance, but that they have also played a critical
and unacknowledged role in the history of Jews in the United States. By examining the role dance has played in the struggle between Jewish
identification and integration into American life, the book moves across disciplinary boundaries to show how cultural identity, nationality,
ethnicity, and gender are formed and performed through the body and its motions. A dancer and choreographer, as well as an historian,
Rebecca Rossen offers evocative analyses of dances while asserting the importance of embodied methodologies to academic research.
Featuring over fifty images, a companion website, and key works from 1930 to 2005 by a wide range of artists-including David Dorfman, Dan
Froot, David Gordon, Hadassah, Margaret Jenkins, Pauline Koner, Dvora Lapson, Liz Lerman, Sophie Maslow, Anna Sokolow, and Benjamin
Zemach-Dancing Jewish offers a comprehensive framework for interpreting performance and establishes dance as a crucial site in which
American Jews have grappled with cultural belonging, personal and collective histories, and the values that bind and pull them apart.
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Noted as one of the most comprehensive, authoritative surveys of the theatre in academia, THE ESSENTIAL THEATRE, 11th Edition,
engages readers and gets them excited about theatre. Drawing from the expertise of the authors as dedicated teachers, published scholars,
and practicing artists, this text is ideal for an introductory theatre course. It's vibrant and numerous representations of current and classic
performances encourage students to become active theatergoers and fans. The Eleventh Edition includes an all-new chapter devoted to
musical theatre, while the thoroughly revised chapter on acting covers the diversity of contemporary approaches. The text also includes
numerous new photos, new Then and Now boxes, and expanded use of dates to provide context for artists' major works. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

A provocative new novel from bestselling author T.C. Boyle exploring the first scientific and recreational forays into LSD and its
mind-altering possibilities In this stirring and insightful novel, T.C. Boyle takes us back to the 1960s and to the early days of a drug
whose effects have reverberated widely throughout our culture: LSD. In 1943, LSD is synthesized in Basel. Two decades later, a
coterie of grad students at Harvard are gradually drawn into the inner circle of renowned psychologist and psychedelic drug
enthusiast Timothy Leary. Fitzhugh Loney, a psychology Ph.D. student and his wife, Joanie, become entranced by the drug’s
possibilities such that their “research” becomes less a matter of clinical trials and academic papers and instead turns into a freewheeling exploration of mind expansion, group dynamics, and communal living. With his trademark humor and pathos, Boyle
moves us through the Loneys’ initiation at one of Leary’s parties to his notorious summer seminars in Zihuatanejo until the
Loneys’ eventual expulsion from Harvard and their introduction to a communal arrangement of thirty devotees—students, wives,
and children—living together in a sixty-four room mansion and devoting themselves to all kinds of experimentation and questioning.
Is LSD a belief system? Does it allow you to see God? Can the Loneys’ marriage—or any marriage, for that matter—survive the
chaotic and sometimes orgiastic use of psychedelic drugs? Wry, witty, and wise, Outside Looking In is an ideal subject for this
American master, and highlights Boyle’s acrobatic prose, detailed plots, and big ideas. It’s an utterly engaging and occasionally
trippy look at the nature of reality, identity, and consciousness, as well as our seemingly infinite capacities for creativity, reinvention, and self-discovery.
Plays for the Theatre, Seventh Edition, continues its rich tradition of providing insightful and absorbing plays for the contemporary
stage. The goal of this edition has been to select plays that typify a wide range of cultural diversity and dramatic power, including
recent plays written by an African American, an Asian American, a Latino, and an American female of Jewish heritage. Plays for
the Theatre, edited by Oscar G. Brockett with Robert Ball, is a companion to The Essential Theatre, Seventh Edition, in which
selections from Plays are placed within historical and cultural context, providing a richer and more rewarding exploration of the
people and ideas that have shaped today's theatre.
"Watching Weimar Dance" asks what audiences saw in the peculiarly turbulent and febrile moment of the Weimar Republic. It
closely analyses the reception of various performances, from cabaret to concert dance and experimental theatre, in their own time
and place - at home in interwar Germany, on tour, and later returning from exile after World War II. Spectator reports that
performers died or became half-machine archived not only the physicality of past performance, but also the ways audiences used
the temporary world of the stage to negotiate pressing social issues, from female visibility within commodity culture to the
functioning of human-machine hybrids in an era of increasing technologization. These accounts offer offer limit cases for the body
on stage and, in so doing, speak to the preoccupations of the day. Approaching a range of performance artists, including Oskar
Schlemmer, Valeska Gert, Kurt Jooss, Mary Wigman, Bertolt Brecht, Anita Berber, and the Tiller Girl troupes, through archives of
watching, the reception of these performances also revises and complicates understandings of Ausdruckstanz as the
representative dance of this moment in Germany. They further reveal how such practices came to be reconfigured and imbued
with new significance in the post-war era. By bringing insights from theatre, dance, and performance studies to German cultural
studies, and vice versa, Watching Weimar Dance develops a culturally-situated model of watching that not only offers a revisionist
narrative, but also demonstrates new methods for dance scholarship to shape cultural history.
Known as the "bible" of theatre history, Brockett and Hildy's History of the Theatre is the most comprehensive and widely used
survey of theatre history in the market. This 40th Anniversary Edition retains all of the traditional features that have made History
of the Theatre the most successful text of its kind, including worldwide coverage, more than 530 photos and illustrations, useful
maps, and the expertise of Oscar G. Brockett and Franklin J. Hildy, two of the most widely respected theatre historians in the field.
As with every edition, the text reflects the current state of knowledge and brings the history of theatre up to the present. This tenth
edition continues to provide the most thorough and accurate assessment of theatre history available.
Long after returning from Neverland, Wendy decides that she must find Peter in order to reclaim her kiss and move on with her life.
Along the way, she meets other girls who went to Neverland and learns she is not alone. A coming-of-age exploration of first love
and lasting loss, Lost Girl continues the story of J.M. Barrie’s beloved character – the girl who had to grow up.
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